
 

 

The Stormlands of Ilyxtriak 

Population: Unknown. 

Non-Native Population: The racial composition of the population of the Stormlands 
varies widely. Its exact makeup is open to great debate. 

Capital and places of note: Ilyxtis is the grand gathering place named in honor of the 
Storm Wyrm himself. It has no permanent structures, given the Dragon’s anti-civilization 
stance, but tents are erected here year round as people come to barter for goods and see 
friends and family who are generally elsewhere about the peninsula. 
 
A dormant island volcano exists just northwest of the peninsula, under the waves which 
separate it from the Stormlands lies the remains of Nocte Spira (the Night Spire), the 
former capital of the Dark Elves when this area was the Elven homeland known as Noor 
Neld’Haran. Nothing visible remains of Flèche d'Aube (the Dawn Spire), the former High 
Elven capital. 
 
The ruined Grove of the Ents is the narrow strip which connects the Stormlands to the 
rest of Kalidor. It is impassible due to the residual magical waste and energies that remain 
here from the Dragon’s battle with the Undying God. 

Current Rulers: Though Ilyxtriak is the nominal ruler, he is generally absent and would 
make no laws, or rules even if he were not. 

History: Long ago the place now called the Stormlands was the island of Noor 
Neld’Haran, the Elven homeland. It however, fell to the Storm Bringers (those seeking to 
raise the Dragon Ilyxtriak) very early on in the Shadow War. 
 
Sometime later, after being raised, the Dragon returned here in his current human form. 
Showing his great power, Ilyxtriak resurrected the elves he conquered and many of them 
became his first subjects in the Stormlands. Those who refused to live underneath him 
were torn to pieces by his followers. 

Government: None. Governance is not allowed in the Stormlands. Every person and 
family fends for themselves. The people cooperate as much or as little as they wish, but 
should they grow to cozy and civilization starts to arise, it is smashed mercilessly by the 
Stormbringers (priests of the Dragon Ilyxtriak) and their disciples. 

Religion: All those in the Stormlands must worship Ilyxtriak, temporary asylum is 
granted at times to other dragon worshippers fleeing for their lives from Kalidor, but if 
they do not convert they are expected to move on quite shortly. 
 
The Stormbringers watch over everything, making sure it stays as it should. Though they 



 

 

have no specific right to rule and their positions are not governed by any laws, they are 
too powerful to be opposed from within. 

Societal Views: Civilization is for the weak and soon the Stormlands will extend from 
one corner of Kalidor to encompass all the rest. 

Exports: None 

Imports: None 

Social Rank Structure: Ilyxtriak>Stormbringers>Everyone else. 

Factions: The Stormbringers. 


